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TRUMP ALLOWS RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL
JFK ASSASSINATION FILES- On Oct 21,
President Trump tweeted from his personal
account that he would be allowing the classified
files about the assassination of former President
John F. Kennedy to be reopened. Congress ruled
in 1992 that the documents would be released
within 25 years; this announcement appears in the
wake of that deadline. While most information
about the assassination has been released, many
confidential documents remain withheld, and it is
unclear if any of these documents will continue
to be restricted. It is unlikely that the release of
these files will reveal any new information about
the assassination, though many are concerned
they could reveal information about the assassins
trip to Mexico City in the weeks prior. This
could possibly complicate already tense relations
between Mexico and the U.S. Additionally, the
subject is tense because President Trump accused
Former Presidential Candidate Ted Cruz’s father
of being involved with the assassination in a 2016
interview.
RUSSIA ACCUSES US IN LIGHT OF RAQQA
CAPTURE- The Raqqa Campaign ended on Oct.
17 with a battle aided by airstrikes and ground
troops ofthe U.S.-led coalition. Launched in 2016
by the Syrian Democratic Forces, the campaign
resulted in the SDF capture of the city of Raqqa,
the now-former capital of the Islamic State. The
city is in ruins, and volunteers that enter cite the
absence of life as they explore the prison in which
many were held captive and tortured. Russia,
who has faced similar accusations for the damage
done to Aleppo, criticizes the U.S.-led coalition.
Citing the massive amount of civilian loss during
the campaign, reports ranging from hundreds to
thousands dead, Russia compares the destruction
of Raqqa to that of Dresden in WWII. Further
accusations claim that the U.S. is using funds
to cover evidence of the monstrous amount of
damage inflicted.
NEWS
FORMER PRESIDENTS GATHER FOR HURRICANE
AID FUNDRAISER- Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and
Maria devastated parts of the U.S. earlier in the
year, leaving millions without food, water and
power, and still awaiting aid. In response, all five
living former U.S. presidents gathered at One
American Appeal on Oct. 21. Crossing political
lines, the five men united to fundraise for the
victims of the natural disasters. Launched by the
former presidents in September, One American
Appeal originally planned to aid those affected
by Harvey, but in the wake of Irma and Maria, its
range has been extended. As Puerto Rico reaches
one month without water, it becomes clear that
efforts are not reaching victims quickly enough,
with a noticeable lack of federally supplied
resources. Many Americans are responding to
the call for aid through contribution. The efforts
of One American Appeal have raised over $31
million so far.
IRAQI FORCES GAIN CONTROL OF KIRKUK -After
three years under Kurdish control, Iraqi forces
seized control of Kirkuk, an oil-rich city roughly
150 miles north of Baghdad. Kurdish forces had
gained control ofthe city after Iraq abandoned it
during an attack on the Islamic State and slowly
began to repopulate the area. This military assault
targeted the Kurdish minority attempting to
secede from Iraq. The Kurdish forces, known
as peshmerga, and Iraqi government troops
clashed as the Iraqi forces took hold of the city.
The Kurds voted for independence from Iraq
three weeks ago, though the vote was condemned
by the U.S., Baghdad and other countries in the
region. Peshmerga and Iraqi forces are both allies
of the U.S.-led coalition in the fight against the
Islamic State, and the implications ofthe conflict
remain unclear.
MUGABE LOSES WHO TITLE- President
Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe, 93, has had the
title ‘Goodwill Ambassador’ revoked in the
midst of public outcry, just days after his initial
appointment. Allegations of human rights
violations and the collapse of Zimbabwe’s health
care system are among complaints. Goodwill
ambassadors are appointed by the World Health
Organization to two-year terms as public figures
and are responsible for working closely with UN
officials to raise awareness regarding health crises.
The WHO had previously praised Mugabe for his
commitment to world health, assigning him to
non-communicable diseases such as heart attacks
and strokes. Mugabe has ruled Zimbabwe since
1980, and has been under U.S. sanctions since the
early 2000s for human rights abuses.
54 POLICE KILLED IN CAIRO RAID- An attempt
to raid a militant hideout southwest of Cairo
left 54 policemen dead on Friday night. The
exchange of fire began late on Oct. 20, resulting
in one of the deadliest encounters for Egyptian
security officials in recent years. Egyptian forces
walked into a carefully set-up trap. The militant
forces ambushed the officers in a deadly firelight,
many capturing Egyptian officers prior to killing
them. No militant group has claimed immediate
responsibility for the act, though many believe it to
be the work of the Islamic State. These suspicions
draw upon a similar attack in 2015 carried out by
the Islamic State, killing 50. The United States has
condemned the attack in a statement issued by
the State Department, though President Trump
remains silent.
Rachel can be reached at
rlarson@su-spectator.com.
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GENDER JUSTICE CENTER TALKS OF A NEW, REVOLUTIONARY LOVE
Sophia Wells
Staff Writer
The Gender Justice Center began a
dialogue on their theme for theyear in
its opening event,Revolutionary Love.
The event featured Seattle University
Law Professor Dean Spade as keynote
speaker and performances from
former mayoral candidate Nikkita
Oliver, Ifrah Abshir, Ebo Barton
and Shoooz.
Board Member ofthe GenderJustice
Center Rachel Levelle noted the need
for the Center and event.
“Wereallywanted to have something
that was really [oriented] around
what our mission is about,” they said,
“which is about loving each other and
turning the way that our society is
based, and then shifting it a little bit
into a newer way.”
As a lawyer and outspoken member
of the trans community, Spade spoke
of redefining social movements to
bring those most marginalized to the
center. He opened by reflecting on
how love can be used as an excuse for
oppressive systems.
“It’s actually an incredibly contested
site and something that needs pretty
deep revolutionary critical thinking
for us to figure out what we believe
about it and what it means to practice
it,” Spade said.
Spade refers to the role of feminists
in pointing out that marriage
and family can reinforce unfair
expectations of women when it comes
to familial care. He also noted that
harmful gender roles and norms have
become naturalized.
Putting redefinition into a larger
context of global social movements,
Spade noted how people choose
whom to help and care about. He
emphasized that there are people
who won’t be helped because they
are considered undeserving. Spade
stressed the importance of taking
back the rhetoric and focusing on the
whole of the marginalized.
“Our movements help us think
about what is desirable and to fight
back against the idea also that some
people are undesirable,” Spade said.
Spade referred to the example of
immigrant rights. He noted that some
movements and people only help
the immigrants who are accepted as
deserving, such as the smart, hard
working, etc. To combat this rhetoric,
Spade encouraged the community to
critically think about who campaigns
are actually helping.
To refocus these campaigns,
Spade proposes a complete flip of
their structure.
“Contemporary social movements
tend to be oriented to solving
problems for the least marginalized
in a group of marginalized people,”
Spade said. “We want to turn it upside
down so that it centers the people who
are most marginalized.”
Spade said that social justice moves
up, noting that tackling issues like
transphobia for those in places like the
youth jail, as opposed to only helping
the “elite of the marginalized”, would
genuinely address the issue.
Spade also noted that the emphasis
of campaigns and of peoples attitudes
should be shifted to focusing on those
most disenfranchised.
“I think in some ways, for me,
revolutionary love is the idea of
everything for everyone—I think
that’s the demand,” he said, adding
that the focus shouldbe changing how
people on the bottom are suffering, as
opposed to being worried about what
people on top think of those activists.
Lastly, Spade spoke ina Q&A session
on how people with intersectional
identities can help other groups
without drowning out those voices.
Spade emphasized the importance of
resisting the urge to act defensively.
“It’s a thing we really struggle with,
speaking directly to each other and
thenhearing each other,” he said. “And
I think the more privilege you have,
the less skills you usually have in that.”
At the after party, Oliver performed
two poems and a song on love, entitled
“Stupid PrettyFace.” Barton performed
three poems, one on the damage
words can inflict. Shooz shared three
poems, one was an ode to female
friendships, one recognizing cycles
of abuse and one poem promising to
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The Gender Justice Center team and spoken word poets put on an exciting after-
party after their empowering opening event.
continue learning. Abshir performed
a poem about parents’ love.
Posters hung on the walls, the
first—a community vision board.
Students wrote hopes of health
equity, everything for everyone’ and
‘freedom from destructive gender and
sexuality norms’.
Students shaped their own
definitions of revolutionary love on
the second board, with some including
“equality without exception,” “justice,
care and advocacy,” and seeking
to understand and be understood
by others.




“I feel like that’s something that I can
learn,” she said, adding that “there’s so
much really negative discourse right
now that I feel like if we can learn
to listen and to think and try to be
more understanding and more loving
that would be a really good thing
for everyone.”
Senior Advisory Consultant of the
Gender Justice Center Alice Clabaugh
spoke of the impact of the event.
She said: “If we all live in a world
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where we embody revolutionary love
in themidst ofall the chaos, heartbreak
and fear, we can find healing.”
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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CITIES SCRAMBLE TO SECURE NEW AMAZON HEADQUARTERS
Lukas Kret
Staff Writer
Amazon and Seattle have a complex
relationship. Seattle is the fastest
growing city in the U.S., and
Amazon has been one of the primary
contributors to that growth. The
company has brought over 40,000
jobs to the Seattle area and completely
reshaped what South Lake Union
looks like.
With this growth comes
displacement and change, however,
which has resulted in a growing
sense of resentment amongst some
Seattleites towards Amazon. Some
view Amazon as an economic
powerhouse for the city, while others
see it as one of the main contributors
to gentrification and soaring
rent prices.
Senior management and finance
major Nick Figone summarized
this tension as a conflict between
economic development and the
consequent inflation.
“So, essentially, the whole situation
is a double-edged sword because
Amazon has brought lots of economic
improvement to the area, and has lots
of influence because of it,” he said.
“However, people who have been
living in Seattle for like 40 or 50 years
don’t deserve to get pushed out just
because of these economic forces.”
As the city navigates the crisis of
rising cost of living, it’s trying to
balance the negative effects of growth,
particularly as more tech-giants are
looking to move to the region.
In early September, Amazon
announced that they were searching
for a city in Canada or the U.S. to
build an 8-million-square-foot second
headquarters, and they released a
detailed wish list of what features and
amenities they are looking for ina city.
Cities started making bids almost
immediately after the announcement
as they scrambled to garner the
attention of the mega-corporation.
Tucson, Ariz. attempted to send a
21-foot-tall cactus; Stonecrest, Ga.
offered to create a brand-new city just
for the company; the mayor ofKansas
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City, Mo. (or most likely an intern)
left 1,000 five-star reviews on various
Amazon products; and New Jersey
governor Chris Christie offered $7
billion in tax cuts to Amazon. Many
cities were going to extreme measures
to try to garner Amazon’s attention,
including Seattle.
In late September, Seattle Mayor
Tim Burgess announced that Seattle
would be participating in a Puget
Sound Regional bid for the new
headquarters. King, Snohomish and
Pierce county officials all worked
together to craft the 522-page proposal
that was submitted to Amazon this
past week. The proposal included
10 potential sites for the second
headquarters and goes in-depth about
why the Puget Sound region would
be an ideal business environment for
Amazon’s expansion.
The proposal was submitted a week
after local legislators and officials
sent a public letter to Amazon CEO,
Jeff Bezos. The letter opens with, “We
understandthere are many reasons for
your decision to potentially site HQ2
in a different city. To the extent that
this decision was based on Amazon
feeling unwelcome in Seattle, or not
being included in some of our regional
decisions, we would like to hit the
refresh button.”
The letter goes on to discuss a
variety of ways in which the city
and county could collaborate with
Amazon. Five city council members,
an assortment of state legislators and
various community figures all signed
on to the letter asking Amazon to stay.
What is the root ofthis “unwelcome”
feeling that Amazon feels in Seattle?
There is no metric to measure the level
of animositya communityhas towards
a company, but Amazon stands out
as a symbol of corporate growth that
has been driving the housing crisis
in Seattle.
Vice Chair of the Democratic
Socialists of America’s Seattle
chapter Stephen Gose argued that
the economic well-being of Seattle
shouldn’t necessarily result in higher
cost ofliving.
“I reject the notion that
exponentially rising housing costs
are a necessary side effect of growth,”
he said. “When people argue this
point, they are essentially saying that
Amazon shareholders matter more
than the actual human beings that live
in Seattle. Amazon is an extremely
wealthy company, and because of
the horribly regressive tax laws in
this state, they haven’t been paying
anywhere close to their fair share.”
As for his future in Seattle with the
rising cost of living, Gose said that he
won’t be able to own a house anytime
soon, and he may even need to move
out ofthe city.
Gose is not the only one feeling this
financial pressure.
Senior business managemenr
major Jordan Cataline said that
post-graduation, he expected
similar hardships.
“Affordable housing is impossible
to find in Seattle,” he said. “In order
to comfortably live in the area, you
would need to bring in much more
than an average post-college salary. I
can’t comfortably say that I’d be able
to afford to live here after college, but
we’ll see.”
Lukas may be reached at
lkret@su-spectator.com
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MEET SGSU’S NEW ELECTS
Quinn Ferrar
Staff Writer
Student Government of Seattle
University (SGSU) elections wrapped
up, and the new representatives have
been sworn in, each with their own
goals and hopes for the students
they represent.
Frances Divinagracia, a journalism
and film studies double major,
is Seattle Us new Sophomore
Representative. Although she has
experience in student government
fromhigh school, she was intimidated
by the large-scale governanceofSGSU
and didn’t get involved immediately.
Divinagracia watched SGSU
uphold their mission statement of
being a voice and advocate for the
undergraduate students at Seattle U,
and after doing some advocating of her
own, serving on the Residence Hall
Association Campion Hall Council,
she decided her next step would be
student government.
This year, Divinagracia hopes to
host class-bonding and community-
building events for the class of
2020. She thinks it’s important for
sophomores to meet people outside of
their immediate friend group.
“I want [sophomores] to know
they have love and support from
everyone all throughout our class,”
Divinagracia said.
Second year International Studies
major Maitland Hennessey is the
new Transfer Student Representative.
Having just transferred to Seattle U
from Cornell College this year, she
knows the challenges that accompany
switching schools.
“The process was difficult to manage
partially due to insufficient online
resources,” Hennessey said. “It is
difficult to get in contactwith advisors,
the financial aid office, admissions
and the countless other departments
necessary for the transfer process,
both over the phone and in person.”
Beyond the transfer process itself,
she knows how difficult it can be to
make friends part-way through a
college career. She hopes to improve
the Seattle U transfer web page and to
Incoming SGSURepresentatives after theirfirst Representative Assembly.
host events where transferstudents can
socialize with the campus community.
Bridget Benevides, a nursing major
from the class of 2021, is the new At-
Large Representative. Representing
the entire undergraduate student
body, the At-Large Representative
helps to organize efforts from the
other representatives.
Benevides joined SGSU because
she is committed to working with the
community on behalf of the students.
She enjoys meeting and interacting
with newpeople and hopes tocontinue
SGSU’s political efforts.
Louis Thai, a finance major from
Class of 2019, is the new International
Representative. He is interested in
leadership and hopes to build a bridge
between international students and
the Seattle U community.
As an international student himself,
he knows that it’s easy to feel insecure
and lonely at Seattle U, which is
especially tough when home is so far
away. He hopes to encourage more
international student events.
Shariah Mae Olomua, abusinessand
law major from the Class of 2021, is
the new multicultural representative.
She ran for the position to give a voice
to students who come from diverse
cultural backgrounds. This year she
hopes to hear concerns that students
have and to make effective change on
campus. “I hope this year SGSU as a
whole can encourage a more diverse
campus culture,” Olomua said.
Molly Sheets, a political science
major with specialization in legal
studies is the newly elected First
Year Representative. She knows that
acclimating to college is difficult, and
this is especially true for first-years. In
order to facilitate a smooth transition,
she hopes to educate first-years about
the resources available to them.
Laurel Petrik, a political science and
english doublemajor is the other newly
elected First Year Representative. She
decided to run because she wants to
advocate for things she’s passionate
about on SGSU’s platform.
Petrik is very passionate about
starting conversations and finds that
taking the time to engage with those
who may have differentopinions than
us can inform our own views. “What
I want to accomplish [is] creating
a way...for people to share their
opinions in a way that benefits both
parties,” Petrik said.
Tanish Bhojwani, a finance major
in the class of 2018, is the new Vice
President for Finance, formally elected
in spring of 2017. As the head of the
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finance committee, Tanish works with
appropriations for SU clubs. “When I
came here... all the wayfrom Guam...
I found my community through
clubs,” Bhojwani said.
In the past four years, the number
of clubs at Seattle U has doubled to
150,which Tanish says is amazing, but
the appropriations amount for clubs
has stayed the same. He hopes to take
a proactive approach and restructure
the process for allotting funds to be
able to service all 150 clubs. He also
plans to address problems he’s heard
while serving for SGSU, like financial
literacy events to help students with
their taxes.
Kieran Wohlenberg is the
new Students with Disabilities
Representative. These new
representatives make up the 2018
SGSU along with officers and staff.
They are available through email for
studentcomment and concerns.
Quinn may be reached at
qferrar@su-spectator.com
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REVSU UPGRADES OUTDATED ONLINE SYSTEM
Frances Divinagracia
Volunteer Writer
The start of the new school year
has brought many changes, one of
them being the deconstruction of
SU Online in a project called RevSU,
and another being a new interface
and online record-keeping program
called Colleague.
For students and faculty members,
SU Online was the portal that kept
track of multiple academic and
financial resources. Students could
register for classes and employees
could enter their workhours. However,
the layout was becoming outdated and
obsolete, as it was the same design that
catered towards the University’s needs
in 1997. Many thought the website
was difficult to navigate.
From Oct. 12 to 16, the project team
moved data from the old system into
the newer, cloud-hosted version of
Colleague. Because of this, SU Online,
Student Account Center and other
online systems were shut down so that
no transactions could be made while
the upgrade was happening. Those
who logged onto the new system
noticed the difference in the layouts
aesthetics and URL, but it remains
mostly the same.
The goal and focus of RevSU is
to have multiple projects that will
gradually upgrade student, employee,
and financial record-keeping that will
make it easier for everyone to engage
online with the university. The new
interface is now also mobile-friendly.
Travis Nation, associate chief
information officer and RevSU
project director, led the planning and
management of the whole program.
He was involved with the logistics
and contact points during the project,
as he worked through contracting,
identified resources, and established
the governance.
“RevSU has been focused on ways
to improvebusiness procedures and to
simplify as much as possible,” Nation
said. “At the core ofRevSU is a project
to update the system, Colleague, that
houses all of those records.”
Since Jan. 2016, RevSU has gone
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through significant amounts of
planning and work happening behind
the scenes. Individual sections within
the online system, including the
Student Account Center, EngageSU
and ProcureSU went through many
changes to get ready for the new
program implementations.
It is now easier for students to view
and pay their tuition bills, allow for
professional and compliance training
to be available with Learning and
Development and procure functions
for Human Resources and Payroll,
among many other new undertakings.
Project Director Lauren Rochholz
oversaw the implementation of the
Student module within the Colleague
system, which includedhow students,
faculty and advisors interact with
the system through SU Online and
WebAdvisor under new Student and
Faculty menus. She says there will be
many more features to be placed into
action in the future.
“The work to date has positioned
the university to deliver more
functionality over thecomingmonths,”
Rochholz said. “Specifically, RevSU
wall be deploying new functionality
to register for courses and much more
natively via your mobile device, find
and register for continuing education
courses, allow students to plan their
path to degree completion, try ‘what-
if’ scenarios for changing majors,
and more.”
Director of Student Academic
Services Carol Schneider worked on
the Steering Committee for RevSU to
represent Advising, and was heavily
involved and present during the
programs development.
She said that RevSU costs Seattle
University about nine million dollars,
while other institutions have paid at
least 20 million dollars for projects of
the same caliber.
“To maximize the project funds,
we negotiated with vendors to obtain
favorable terms for the institution,
looked to stretch consulting resources,
and more,” Schneider said. “The
RevSU funding covers the cost of
software, implementation consultants,
project resources, temporary staffing,
training, and more.”
The team mentioned how much
of a large-scale endeavor this project
has been over the past two years, with
many people putting in hard work and
energy towards bettering a 20-year-old
system. The partnership between the
technological side of the Information
Technology Services (ITS) office and
functional departments, mainly in
the Enrollment division, made this
campus-wide effort possible.
“The university wants to better
engage with students, faculty, staff,
alumni and others, and the old system
was hindering our ability to do so,”
Schneider said. “The frameworks
that have been put in place enable
us to begin making significant
improvements to the way people
interact with the university.”
Nation also said that ITS played a
key role in RevSU process.
“To the credit of Information
Technology Services, they did an
amazing of a job of keeping the old
databasefunctioning as long as theydid,
finding ways to support the university
as it has grown,” Nation said. “But
ultimately, we needed to upgrade the
entire system for stability, security,
and growth.”
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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From left, Dominique (Nikki) Maryanski, Assistant Director of Operations at
Public Safety, Meggan Atkins, WAVE Foundation speaker, and Annie Beyer,
WAVE Foundation speaker.
SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOPS EMPOWER STUDENTS AT SEATTLE U
Sophia Wells
Staff Writer
As students settle into life on campus,
they also may begin to ask about how
to stay safe, especially as the daylight
hours are getting shorter. In response,
Seattle University Public Safety and
Student Development partnered to
host two free self-defense workshops
for students.
During the two events, members
of the Women Against Violence
Everywhere Foundation (WAVE),
gave advice for behavioral and
physical techniques for avoiding and
combating assaults.
Craig Birklid, Executive Director
of Public Safety and Transportation,
spoke on the importance of self
defense workshops like these.
“The cool thing about this program
is it teaches you some basic skills that
you don’t have to be an expert, but
they’re simply designed to get you
away” he said.
The program at Seattle U, run by
Meggan Atkins, Annie Beyer and
Caleb Gustin of WAVE followed an
empowerment model. The focus was
on assault prevention, increasing
assertiveness, setting boundaries and
honing intuition.
Though there was a focus on
prevention, the facilitators stressed
that assault—sexual or otherwise—-
is never the victim’s fault, despite
patterns ofvictim blaming.
Joanne Factor, owner of and
instructor at self-defense company
Strategic Living, led a similar class
earlier this month at Capitol Hill
venue Chop Suey and pointed to
power and fear as some reasons for
victim-blaming. She said that people
want to think they can avoid being
in the same situation, and one way to
do so is to point to a “rule” that the
victim broke.
Despite these fears, Factor stresses
that it is always the perpetrator’s fault.
“Nobody ever asks to be assaulted,”
she said. “But you hear that ‘she was
asking for it.’”
Factor said that social power could
give someone the idea that it is okay to
treat someone like an object, as is the
case in sexual assault.
At the program at Seattle U, the
WAVE Foundation stressed the
importance of trusting intuition over
the urge to be polite. Atkins noted the
pros of protecting oneself over the
fear of embarrassment or backlash.
She stressed the importance of using
one’s fear to tell them when they are
uncomfortable and of listening to
that fear.
Atkins also said that perpetrators
would often use boundary tests
to measure a potential victim’s
confidence. This could be an invasion
of space, an unwanted touch or a
request to use the other’s phone. It is
when the victim fails this test that the
perpetrator would use a debilitation
tactic or isolation to create an
opportunity. This would be something
like getting the victim intoxicated or
getting them alone or cornered.
In order to prevent that opportunity
from coming up, Atkins encouraged
students to use confidence and their
voices to deter perpetrators. She
noted that it is important to convey
confidence even if it’s entirely fake. She
told students to match the intensity of
the boundary violation with increased
volume or tone of voice.
“Your voice is going to center you, it
draws attention to what’s going on and
it scares the perpetrators,” Atkins said.
“To be a responsible bystander,
the facilitators recommended
discouraging, preventing or
interrupting assault only when
safe to do so. They again noted the
importance of intuition to know
when someone is in an unwanted or
uncomfortableposition.
Using the “three Ds” of bystander
intervention—direct, delegate
and distract—Atkins and Gustin
demonstrated ways to safely intervene
when noticing someone in a possibly
dangerous situation, noting that how
onewould go about this would depend
on their comfort level.
Gustin recommended intervening
even when unsure that there is
something wrong or how they
can help.
Gustin also spoke on consent, saying
that it is an ongoing process and that
consent on one day does not mean
consent forever. When giving consent,
Gustin noted that one’s answer should
be respected.
“Yes means yes and anything
else is a no,” they said. “No is a
complete sentence.”
Lastly, Beyer gave instruction on
techniques to use in the case that one’s
behaviors do not deter a perpetrator.
She stressed however thatvoice should
always be used first.
“Fighting is always an option of last
resort,” she said.
Beyer recommended looking for
primary targets of the eyes, knees and
throat, using whatever is free to stop
the attacker for long enough to run
away. She noted that the stomach is
not typically effective and that one’s
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knees and elbows make for good tools.
She then coached students through
these techniques themselves.
Student Lexi Fort spoke on her
biggest takeaway of the session.
“I think really it’s to be confident in
myself and to just trust in myself and
to not worry about what’s going to
happen but just to be in the moment
and trust in myself and use that
confidence to push myself forward.”
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celebrated its 126th anniversary
since its official founding in 1891.
This, of course, means that every
single original faculty member,
professor and student who stepped
foot on the very ground we work,
teach and study on today is most
certainly dead.
Naturally, this calls into question
whether or not their spirits still
remain on campus, floating silently
along the tree-canopied walkways
and in the dustiest of classroom
corners, bringing terror and ghostly
tomfoolery wherever they roam.
We at the Spectator set out
to uncover the truth. We began
our investigation on a brisk
afternoon in the 1103 building.
The building, formerly named
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the Lynn Building, was once a
mortuary. We spoke to Verna
McKinnon-Hipps, the department’s
Administrative Assistant.
While Verna denied any ghostly
activity in the 1103 building, she
confirmed the building’s past as
a mortuary.
“When the bodies arrived here,
they were already dead,” McKinnon-
Hipps reasoned cooly in reference to
its perceived lack of an otherworldly
presence. “This isn’t the place they
would be haunting.”
Disappointed but not defeated, we
felt that we should next investigate
the Administration building, said
by many at the University to
have originally began as a Jesuit
boy’s school that did not include
higher education.
We spoke to Mallory Trujillo,
a University Advancement staff
member on the first floor of the
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Admin Building, about her ghoulish
encounters in the historic space.
“When I first started working
here, it was during the break, and
there weren’t a lot ofstudents here,”
Trujillo said. “We had everything
closed up, the heaters on, and I’d
notice that when I went into the
"WHENTHEBODIES ARRIVED HERE,
THEY WERE ALREADY DEAD."
-VERNA MCKINNON-HIPPS
bathrooms sometimes, there would
be these random drafts.”
Trujillo described the draft as
having a “chill factor.” With a
vibrant enthusiasm, she described it
as the kind of draft that gives you
goosebumps and “makes the hair on
the back of your neck stand up.”
She sent us across the hall to Liz,
Polatti, who works in the President’s
Office. Polatti, coincidentally, also
had a paranormal experience to
share with us which took place in
the restrooms of the building.
“The ladies, loo upstairs on the
second floor on the north end of the
hallway is haunted,” Polatti said. “I
believe it is because in the old days,
when we had the electronic paper
towel dispensers, you’d be in one of
the cubicles, just doing what you do,
and all of the sudden, with nobody
outside the door, the paper towels
would dispense.”
According to Polatti, the paper
towel dispensers would repeatedly
go off all on their own.
President Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
S.J. returned to his office while we
were interviewing, and he invited us
into his office to let us ask him about
ghosts. While he hadn’t experienced
any hauntings at the University, he
told us about his sister, who was
born on Halloween and was referred
to in his family as being “brought by
the witches.”
He joked that she had the “world’s
largest Halloween-themed birthday
cards” and gave insight into their
spectral relationship.
“I say she haunts me because I was
a bit of a slow learner when I was
little,” Sundborg chuckled. “She’s
the one who taught me how to skate,
how to whistle, fete.]), even though
she was younger. So I’m haunted
by my sister, whose birthday is on
Halloween.”
Highly suspicious of a possible
presence from the underworld and
curious about the experiences of
students on campus, we proceeded
with our paranormal investigation
in the Cave, located in the Campion
basement. Andrew Freemuth, a
Junior, told us about a night last year
while living in Chardin.
“It was before Christmas, like
super late,” Freemuth recalled.
“We’re talking 2-3 a.m.”
“No one was at the front desk,”
he said, but when he got to the
elevators, the doors were wide open.
This prompted us to head straight
to the source of his story, where
this time, someone was at the
front desk. We spoke with them
briefly, and although they denied
an interview, they directed us to a
small group of Resident Assistants
(RAs) outside the building, who
were taking photos as part of a
residence hall program that provides
students with headshots for websites
like Linkedln.
Standing near a small sea of bright
ruby leaves, they each described
to us their most chilling memories
of life on campus. All attested to
the seemingly sentient elevators in
Chardin, and each reported that
their closet doors would fly open in
the middle of the night.
One RA, Katie Bradley, told us
about an encounter she had when
she had just moved into Chardin,
earlier than the rest of its residents
as part of her job. She was only
accompanied by a few others from
Events 6? Services—not even
any other RAs had moved into
the building yet.
“There was no one else on floor
three,” Bradley said. “I washed {my
laundry! and I was putting it in the
dryer, and it was normal. I just set
the timer for 45 minutes.”
When she returned, however,
things took a turn for the creepy.
“The timer went off and I went
to go check it, and the dryer was
wide open, my clothes were damp,
and the weirdest thing is that there
was one towel of mine, and it was
folded and placed across the room,”
Bradley exclaimed.
Chardin Residence Hall previously
existed as Bessie Burton Sullivan
Skilled Nursing Residence. The
building was converted into
classrooms, dorms and offices for the
University in 2007. This conversion
was hotly opposed by protesters,
due to the fact that the 135 residents
of the facility, many suffering from
Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia,
were informed two months before
its closing and forced to find
new homes.
Bessie Burton Sullivan Skilled
Nursing Residence opened in 1990
and remained active until it was shut
down in 2007, meaning the transfer
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ofsouls into the Great Unknown was
undoubtedly a common occurrence
within its walls.
Death is all around us. We cannot
escape it. In places with detailed
pasts, it is impossible to walk
where no one has walked before.
It is thought that sometimes we
remain in the places that were once
important to us, tethered to them like
anchored balloons, straining to be set
free but never able to hover away
into oblivion.
Between two separate reports
of encounters in the bathrooms
from faculty in the Administration
building to retellings
of eerie happenings in residence halls
from students, there’s solid reports
of some unearthly happenings
on campus.
Each of the reported paranormal
instances occurred when the person
was by themselves entirely. This
Halloween, take extra precautions
if you find yourself out on campus
in the late hours of the night. That
quick load of laundry or those last
few notes for that UCOR you’ve
been neglecting lately can wait until
you’ve got a buddy with you in
broad daylight.
Or, ifyou’re the type, hold a seance
and try to connect to the spirits
that haunt our campus. Chardin
and Admin especially seem to be a
hotspot for all things supernatural.
Have a scary, safe and fun
Halloween, Redhawks!
Just remember, when you’re at
Seattle University, you can never be
too sure that you’re truly alone...
The editor can be reached at
news@su'spectator.com
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WHEN MEAT ISN’T ON THE MENU: TOP VEGAN SPOTS IN SEATTLE
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
Seattle can be a bit extra,and the city
seems to be embracing the trend of
vegan eating. It isn’t hard to jump on
the bandwagon thanks to the long-
established and recently established
vegan restaurants that are present
around Seattle.
I have been vegan for about a
month; I’m an environmentalist and
an animal rights activist, but I’m also
a dedicated foodie. I’ve become what
my family back in Nebraska would
affectionately call a “damn liberal
tree-hugging vegan”, but I think they
would change their mind if they
tried some of Seattle’s vegan eats and
realized that vegans eat more than
nuts and berries.
Plum Bistro
Plum Bistro was my christening
into the world that is vegan cuisine.
I first tried it about two years ago
when I was still an avid carnivore.
One of my good friends was vegan,
an idea that shocked and confused
me. She took me to Plum Bistro to
give me a tasteofher world, and I was
pleasantly surprised. I knew what
tofu was, but beyond that I didn’t
know how you could possibly have
an animal product free meal that is
satisfying and filling. Plum Bistro
isn’t my favorite vegan restaurant
because their menu is limited and
pricey, but it holds a special place
in my heart as the first place that
showed me that perhaps I would
not wither away and die if I chose a
vegan diet.
Araya’s Place
Araya’s Place, a vegan Thai
restaurant established in 1987,
has three locations in Seattle. The
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An assortment of dishes, including Tom Yum soup and crispy kale, from the
buffet ofAraya’s Place.
location on Madison Street has the
feeling of a homey kitchen, and
their menu has a wide variety of
soups, noodles, curry, dessert, and
more. Araya’s place is probably my
favorite vegan restaurant. The food
is so good that even my meat-eating
friends have told me that if they
could always eat from Araya’s menu,
they wouldn’t mind being vegan.
Chaco Canyon
I didn’t actually go to Chaco
Canyonbecause it is inthe University
District, but luckily for my lazy self
Uber Eats delivers Chaco. I ordered
the “famous lentil burger” and a cup
of chili. I ordered it at work in the
Seattle U fitness center and relished
my meal to the guttural sounds
of people working out. The lentil
veggie burger was delicious and the
chili reminded me of home. Chaco
Canyon is also an organic cafe with a
vision of sustainability; I appreciate
the dedication to the environment
that isn’t simply part of the vegan
eating fad.
Pizza Pi
Since pizza is a staple of the
college student diet, I couldn’t pass
up making a visit to America’s first
vegan pizzeria, Pizza Pi. It is abit ofa
trek to get to the little shop, as it is in
the University District. No distance
is too far for dank pizza, though,
so I made the journey Sunday after
work. I ordered the ex-meat lovers
pizza and relished in nostalgia as I
devoured the imitation meat piled
onto the pie. When I was a child, I
hated vegetables and stuck to an
almost strictly carnivorous diet, the
meat lovers pizza was my go-to and
vegetables were nonessential and
would ruin my perfect pizza. While
the ex-meat lovers pizza isn’t quite
everything food
the same as a normal meat pizza, it
definitely was a worthwhilerebound.
Loving Hut
Loving Hut is a chain vegan
restaurant, and Seattle’s location
in the International District that
serves Asian fusion. I went to the
hut with my friend who is the main
influencer of my foodie ways. I am
always a little scared when I takeher
to new food places because she is
essentiallya food expert. The interior
of Loving Hut boasts photographs
and quotes on the wall of vegan or
vegetarian celebrities, and the tables
are plastered with sustainability
and food related topics. I found it a
bit ironic that the restaurant served
disposable chopsticks and napkins
while asign on the table suggested we
all switch to hand washing ourselves
after using a toilet instead of using
toilet paper. Nonetheless, the food
was delicious. My foodie friend even
featured her food on her Snapchat
story, and that’s when I knew I had
made it.
Veganism may be considered a
bit extra, but this is sometimes okay,
especially ifit involves being good to
the earth; studies have shown that a
pound of beeftakes 100 to 200 times
more water to produce than a pound
of plant based food. If nothing else
you can visit the restaurants to make
fun of people like me who get way
too excited about everything vegan.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: “ONLY THE BRAVE”
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
Amongst the Halloween horror
films coming out this month, the
biographical drama “Only the Brave”
details a real-life tragedy of losing
everything to the wrath of Mother
Nature. “Only the Brave” tells the story
of the Granite Mountain Hotshots,
a group of elite firefighters who lost
their lives in the Yarnell Hill Fire
in Arizona.
Directed by Joseph Kosinski, who
previously directed sci-fi flicks such
as “Tron Legacy”, the film illustrates
the lives of the heroes amidst the fires
and the personal trials they face along
the way. Starring Josh Brolin, Miles
Teller, Taylor Kitsch, Jeff Bridges
and Jennifer Connelly, the cast gives
realistic and gritty portrayals of the
real-life Arizonans. The story of
tragedy, courage, and fear is inspiring
and relevant amongst the recent
fires in California and parts of the
Pacific Northwest.
The film opens with the startling
image of a forest in flames and quickly
changes the scene to Eric “Supe”
Marsh, played by Brolin, who is
woken up by a phone call. After he is
called in for another day of work, he
prepares for his day by setting out his
gear. One might associate firefighters
with red trucks, loudsirens, and attire
consisting of heavy coats and pants.
However, Marsh sits in front of a
different set of equipment: chainsaws,
hand tools, ignition devices and water
delivery equipment.
Before he leaves, he greets his wife
Amanda, played by Connelly, who
is busy fixing a broken dishwasher.
She mentions how they ended the
night in a middle of an argument, but
the couple quickly remembers their
overpowering love for each other
and acknowledge the mundaneness
of their previous dispute. The
scene then ends with the couple
tenderly embracing.
The opening scene might seem
unremarkable, but the genuine and
real aspect of the characters is what
makes the film brilliant. The realistic
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chemistry between Connelly and
Brolin makes it seem as if the viewer
is looking into a the marriage of a
couple who, despite being together for
several years, still have a fiery spark
of romance.
“Onlythe Brave” does not trytopaint
the characters as infallible heroes that
have hearts of gold. The film tackles
characters’ experiences with drug
abuse, addiction, the negligence and
loneliness of their wives at home and
struggles to have connections with
theirchildren. When the group ofmen
prepare to go out into the wilderness,
they almost seem like brothers in
a fraternity: detailing mishaps of
sexual hookups from the night before,
playing practical jokes and yelling
profanities at each other. The film
shines a light on their humanity and
the beauty that comes from forming
friendships while fighting the battles
of nature.
Depending on the scene, the movie
cango from feeling likeaheartwarming
underdog story, a love story or even
a thriller. When the film begins, the
men are training to be firefighters and
have to face many losses before they
earn their “Hot Shot” title, like losing
peoples houses due to an error in
judgment when putting out the fires,
or nearly escaping fires that were not
handled properly.
The film also focuses on the
firefighters’ relationships with their
wives, children or parents. The
conversations with the characters are
raw and unfiltered, whether they are
expressing words of affection, anger
or pain. The dialogue is easy to laugh
along with, because they illustrate
candid moments of life, like sharing
embarrassing moments ofthe daywith
a loved one over the phone, learning
how to be a new parent and take care
of a child and laughing at each other’s
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faults and weaknesses.
In the final act of the film, the
viewer is immersed in the dangers
of managing forest fires with images
of searing flames, and the audience
sees the true wrath of nature in a
suspenseful and chilling finale.
This film is not only speaks to the
tragedies Americans are facing this
year with the'wildfires in California,
but it is also relevant to the recent
tragedies caused by natural disasters.
With realistic characters, dynamic
relationships, and a thrilling, yet
heartbreaking storyline, “Only the
Brave” brings the courage of elite
firefighters to light and proves it is
worth the watch amongst horror films
of this fall season.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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TRICK OR TREAT YOURSELF TO THESE EVENTS
Rania Kaur
Volunteer Writer
It is that witching time here again in
Seattle. From ghosts and haunted
houses, locks and a creepy basement,
sea creatures, pumpkins and
costumes—lots of costumes—“The
Spectator” has you covered on tricks
and treats for this year.
Into the Basement: An Immersive
HalloweenExperience
201 First Ave S.
Advertised as part-puzzle room
and part-haunted house, Into the
Basement: An Immersive Horror
Experience is located in the
underground of Seattle. Participants
must navigate through the dark
underground looking for their lock
with nothing but a red flashlight,
their combinations and headphones,
all in fifteen minutes. The experience
is accompanied by haunting sounds
and feral, human-like movement
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Cat & Canary’s “Into the Basement” immersive horror event is held under the street in one of Seattle’s oldest parts, the un-
derground. The entrance to this event is within an alleyway offof 1st Ave S and S Washington St.
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specialists jumping out to unnerve
participants as they desperately try to
find their locks.
This scream-worthy experience
was created by event company Cat
and Canary, and it is their first public
event since their conception. They
have been planning this event for
months. Both of the co-founders,
Jerome Virnich and Julia Nardin, have
experience in immersive theater and
have created their own productions.
They expressed that this is something
they have wanted to do for a long time.
“Ever since I went to myfirst haunted
house as a child, I thought ‘This is
shitty.’ I wanted to do something
where the attendees had a little more
autonomy,” Virnich said. “Where
they could go where they wanted on
their own time, could explore as they
would, and that’s where the locks
came in. I needed something to drive
the motion through their space.”
Into the Basement runs everyFriday
and Saturday until Halloween. There
are even two extra times on Halloween
to allow for extra scares. Tickets cost
$22.50 and can be found online The
check-in location is a bar, but this
event is open to all ages.
Georgetown Morgue Haunted
House
5000 E. Marginal Way S.
Georgetown Morgue claims to
have been host to the most terrifying
unsolved crime in Seattle history.
Seattle University Events and Activity
Council (SEAC) is taking students to
this haunted building free of charge.
Nora Ridgeway, Seattle Programmer
for SEAC said that this is one of the
biggest reasons why SEAC chose
this event.
“We thought a haunted house would
be a good ideasince they’re expensive,”
Ridgeway said. “Through SEAC we
can make the cost to nothing, so the
students can all experience it.”
The haunted house takes fifteen
minutes to wander and is filled
with ghosts, spirits and skeletons as
participants explore the 89-year-old
building. The registration portal is
closed, but those who were selected
will attend the event this upcoming
Friday. For those who missed the
deadline, general admission tickets are
$23.00 and can be purchased online.
The Georgetown Morgue Haunted is
open until November 4 and will be
open on Halloween.
Underwater Pumpkin Carving at
Seattle Aquarium
1483 Alaskan Way
For a dose of underwater pumpkin
carving, Seattle Aquarium is hosting
a Halloween event featuring master
pumpkin carver Russ Leno, who has
been featured on the Food Network
and various commercials for his
amazing carving. He will be carving
both underwater and on land on
Oct. 28 and Oct. 29. There will also
be dive shows, games and activities
throughout the day from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.. This event will be included with
general admission tickets, which can
be purchased online for $27.95.
Customizable Green Screen Pictures
Media Production Center, Ground
Floor of the Lemieux Library
Want to channel your inner
iCarly? Jamie Peterson of the Media
Production Center (MPC) at Seattle
University is facilitating an event
at the MPC that will give students
the opportunity to come and take
pictures of their costumes with green
screen backgrounds of their choice.
“It’s a great way for students to know
that they are welcome and come in to
see the Media Production Center”
Peterson said.
Students can come individually or
in groups of as many as they want, on
a first come, first serve basis from 11
a.m. to 6 p.m. and take photos with
their friends for free.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM REMEMBERS ANDREW WYETH
JacquelineLewis
Staff Writer
Famous American painter, Andrew
Wyeth, possessed the talent to de-
pict the contrast between life and
death and between emptiness and
vacancy. He mastered intense real-
ism that drew in audiences for de-
cades. The new exhibition at the Se-
attle Art Museum (SAM) portrays
the tragedy of the artist’s life and the
vitality of his imagination, while en-
couraging visitors to learn about
Wyeth’s life growing up in Chadds
Ford, Pennsylvania.
As the first showcase of his work
since his death in 2009, Andrew
Wyeth: In Retrospect, is a memorial
celebrating his 75-year career. For this
exhibition, 110 ofWyeth’s paintings are
being displayed to capture the context
of his life and his interpretation of the
American experience.
‘“In Retrospect’ attempts to sum
up an artist’s career,” said former Art
and Art History chair and current art
history professor, Dr. Naomi Hume.
“For the general public, [Wyeth] is not
intimidating. It is a work that draws
you in, and then presents you with
questions...his work suggests these
imaginative possibilities.”
The installation begins by
portraying his work how it would
have been viewed at his first exhibit at
the Museum of Modern Art in New
York City on Oct. 19. The exhibit at
the SAM also opens on Oct. 19—a day
which proved to be a symbolic date in
Wyeth’s life. October 19 was the first
day he entered his father’s studio for
the only proper art training he would
receive, and was also the dayhis father
was struck and killed in his car at a
train crossing in Chadds Ford. This
traumatic event haunted Wyeth’s work
and his home. Viewers can experience
Wyeth’s defining themes of life and
death as they browse this collection.
While Wyeth’s hyper-realism
might seem like it is in the business
of presenting a naturalistic space,
his work is shrouded in abstraction,
capturing the rhythm and peculiarity
of nature.
“He looks upon the world with
his own imagination... this can
be hard to separate because it is so
realistic,” Patricia Junker, SAM’s Ann
M. Barwick, Curator of American
Art, said.
Junker described learning about
Wyeth’s artistic process while
researching in Chadds Ford and
revisitinghis work. She sorted through
drawers, pulling out never-before-
seen sketches while in the company
of Wyeth’s friendsand family. Viewers
have the opportunity experience some
of the unfinished drafts that show his
artistic process.
“When you have a retrospective...
you’ll get works that are more or less
finished. Sometimes they’ll show
sketchbooks or articles to see these
rich parts of their work, and it can be
really fascinating,” Dr. Hume said.
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Museum Curator explains the painting “Goodbye,” the lastpainting by Andrew Wyeth.
Films that fascinated Wyeth, like
1925 silent film “The Big Parade,” play
on loop in the exhibition.
Wyeth, drawn to the nature of film,
casted the characters in his paintings
as ifhe were directing a movie.
The people of Chadds Ford became
recurring characters of Wyeth’s work,
and he incorporates individuals
that he admired deeply, like his
beloved friend and frequent artistic
muse Christina Olson. The physical
attributes of his subjects, be it their
ruggedness or imperfect disposition,
became a focus for Wyeth.
“All his paintings have really
interesting backstories,” digital
design student Cindy Huhn said. “It’s
different how he uses characters all
throughout their lives, almost like he’s
taking photographs of them.”
Wyeth is not as well-known on the
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west coast as he is in the New England
and greater east coast area. The SAM
made sure that the exhibit was holistic
and accessible to an unfamiliar
crowd. Because it is the centennial
of the Wyeth’s birth, other museums,
such as the Portland Art Museum,
have compiled exhibitions to present
AndrewWyeth’s work.
Wyeth once said, “You can be in a
place for years and years and not see
something, and then when it dawns,
all sorts of nuggets of richness start
popping all over the place. You’ve
gotten below the obvious.”
Jacqueline may be reached at
jlewis@su-spectator.com
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BRINGING 17TH CENTURY SALEM TO A MODERN AUDIENCE
Daryn Lenahan
Volunteer Writer
For many high school and college
students across the United States,
a mention of “The Crucible”—a
theatrical adaptation of the Salem
Witch Trial—brings back memories
ofEnglish classes filled with 1600s-era
costumes and a three-hour-long play
that never seemed to end.
I had never read Arthur Millers
1953 play. All I knew about it was that
it was set in the late 17th century, that
there was someone in it named John
Proctor and that it evoked horror
from my peers in high school. When I
told my friends I was going to see “The
Crucible”, I heard a chorus of “I hated
thatbook!” and “Thatsounds boring.”
Sitting down for the show, I was
expecting to see ahistory lesson about
Salem—complete with tall pilgrim-
style hats. What I wasn’t expecting
to see from the A Contemporary
Theatre (ACT) production of “The
Crucible” was an engaging story,
reimagined from its original form
into a contemporary production with
eccentric set design and modern
costumes—there wasn’t even a
pilgrim hat in sight. This process
of modernizing shows is becoming
increasingly popular, even at Seattle
University with the upcoming
production of “Mother Courage and
her Children.”
The most noticeable thing about
ACT’s theatrical space is the chairs.
Goneis theperiod-style street set from
the original production. In its place,
there are a variety of different chairs
and stools scattered along the back
halfof the stage. The chairs are used to
represent the citizens ofSalem—when
one is hanged, a metal chair falls from
the ceiling, tied to a noose.
When a witch is accused, their
name is written on the wall or floor
in chalk. When they are hanged for
their crime, the name is crossed off
and a chair falls. Chalk is spread
everywhere; it ends up on the wall, the
floor and the cast’s costumes by the
closing of the play. Neither the chairs
nor the chalk is present in Miller’s
original production; it is through this
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contemporary reimagining that these
elements are revealed.
The costumes also reveal to the
audience that this not a traditional
showing of “The Crucible.” The
four women who accuse people
of witchcraft are played by Sylvie
Davidson, Emilie Hanson, Claudine
Mboligikpelani Nako, and Hannah
Mootz. These women abandon their
traditional long gowns and bonnets
for shorter blue dresses. Paul Morgan
Stetler, who plays John Proctor, wears
a flannel and jeans instead of a 17th
century outfit.
ACT’s “The Crucible” also adds a
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contemporary spin to the way the
performers portray their characters.
The original story depicts the female
characters as subservient, always
obeying the men in their lives and
never speaking for themselves. But
in the contemporary production,
Elizabeth“Goody” Proctor is no longer
the quiet subservient wife of John
Proctor. She speaks her mind when
she needs to, protects her family and
makes her own decisions about what
is good and what is evil. Modifications
like this one help deliver a feminist
alternative to the original story.
“The Crucible” also features several
actors of color: Khahn Doan as Goody
Proctor, Emilie Hanson as Betty Paris,
and William Hall Jr. as Giles Corey.
The diversify of actors not only shows
the modern take on this production,
but illuminates the major steps “The
Crucible” has taken in diversity. In
Miller’s original 1953 production, all
the actors were white.
Ms. Rosa Joshi, directorofthe Seattle
U production of “Mother Courage
and her Children”, is also delivering
a contemporary reimagining of an
original production.
“[Mother Courage and her
Children] is set during the Hundred
Years’ War during the 1600s, but the
period that we’re setting it in doesn’t
reflect the 1600s,” Joshi said. “We
are drawing from different periods,
so that the visual world of the play
is a reflection on the idea of war
in general.”
If classic theater productions
still bring up boring high school
memories, it may be time to pay those
stories another visit. A Contemporary
Theatre’s production of“The Crucible”
is running until Nov. 12 at the ACT’s
theatre complex at 700 Union St..
Tickets can be found on ACT’s
website. The Seattle U production of
“Mother Courage and her Children”
begins Nov. 9 at Lee Center for the
Arts, located at 901 12th Ave. Tickets
can be found at the Lee Center
box office.
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
NATE DAUGCON INDUCTED INTO ROCHESTER RHINOS HALL OF FAME
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
Nate Daligcon, Seattle University’s as-
sociate mens soccer head coach, has
recently been inducted into the Roch-
ester Rhinos Hall of Fame. Daligcon
has been playing soccer since he was
five, and over his career he has won
four league championships and one
U.S. Open Cup title.
Bailee Clark: How old were you when
you started playing soccer?
Nate Daligcon: I guess I was five or
six.My parents put me in soccer to try
to keep me busy, same as a lot of the
otherkids.
BC: Whathas been your favorite thing
about soccer?
ND: Throughout the years, the con-
nections, friends and players I’ve met
have all made an impact. I’ve been
able to travel all over the U.S. and in-
ternationally, and there’s some great
memories with the teams and from
getting to travel differentplaces.
BC: Do you have a favorite place
you’ve travelled?
ND: U.S. wise, I enjoyed Charleston.
It was a nice city and a nice place. In-
ternationally, I was able to take a trip
to Japan with the Seattle Sounders.
That was a great experience because it
was my first time playing outside the
country.
BC: In your soccer career, what has
been your proudest moment?
ND: Game wise, when we won the
U.S. Open Cup in 1999. It’s the oldest
soccer tournament in the U.S.
BC: How does it feel to be inducted
SPORTS
into the Rochester Rhinos Hall of
Fame?
ND: It was not expected. But it was
very humbling because some of the
players who have been inducted have
played with national teams and done
quite a bit. I think that it is great to be
mentioned with those players. I didn’t
realize how many games I had played
there, and it’s great to be honored.
BC: Early in your career, would you
have ever seen yourself getting an
award like this?
ND: No. I didn’t think that way back,
when I started university, that it could
be something to expect.
BC: Before your career took off, what
were some of the things that motivat-
ed you to want to play soccer?
ND: I think one of the reasons was
that I enjoyed it. There was also an
opportunity to get a scholarship to a
university, so it was a big part of being
able to go to college. I was the first out
of my immediate family to be able to
go to college, and I think that was a
big factor in the amount of effort I put
towards soccer.
BC: What was it like to play for the
Rochester Rhinos?
ND: It was an amazing experience. I
got traded there. I was playing for the
Sounders for my first year and got
traded for my second year. I was sit-
ting at home getting ready for practice
and I got a phone call from the Roch-
ester general manager saying that they
had a plane ticket waiting for me,
and they asked if I could fly out the
next day. They had a game during the
weekend and I had a big decision to
make. I decided to move out there and
try it out. I had a great couple of years.
Rochester at the time would have 14
or 15 thousand people coming to the
games, so it was a big draw. Unlike
Seattle, Rochester is more of a small
and close-knit community, and that
took some getting used to. I would go
to the grocery store and people would
be like, “Hey good game last night” or
if you didn’t play well, “Bad game.” I
think that was an experience in itself.
I was able to meet some great people
and teammates, some of whom I still
talk to. When I lookback, it was prob-
ably my best soccer experience.
BC: Do you have any goals for the rest
ofyour career coaching soccer?
ND: Just to keep learning. I want to
keep improving my skills, and work-
ing with college athletes is great.
BC: How has the experience ofcoach-
ing at Seattle University been?
ND: It has been fantastic. It has been
everything that I could ask for in
terms of development. I coached at a
division two school before, and this
is the next step up. I’ve learned a lot
from coaching, and the team has been
COURTESY: WILSON TSOI, GOALWA.NET
Nate Daligcon became a Hall ofFamer Saturday.
great. I think that now we are in a spot
where we are in the Top 25, and we are
looked at as a top soccer school. Even
when we go out recruiting, we are al-
ways looked at as Top 20 or 30 in the
nation. I think those are great things,
but we always want to keep moving
forward, working towards continuous
improvement. We are always talking
to the guys about improving on all fac-
ets ofthe game,and I want to work on
improving on all facets ofcoaching as
well. There are always ups and downs,
but it has been great to be here for the
last five years.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE USMNT?
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
The United States men’s national
team is currently facing heartbreak
as they failed to punch their ticket to
Russia for the 2018 World Cup this
upcoming summer. This will mark
the first time that the men’s national
team hasn’t qualified since 1986.
The national team had many
opportunities to clinch their spot,
but failed to follow through and
solidify a place. After last week’s 2-1
loss to Trinidad and Tobago, fans of
the men’s national team have been
questioning the program as a whole.
Since their current disappointing
loss, their reigning head coach Bruce
Arena has resigned.
Arena was assigned the head
coaching position earlier this year
after Jurgen Klinsmann failed in
his duties, as he wasn’t directing the
program in the direction that the
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S TENNIS HEAD TO ITA REGIONALS
Alec Downing
Volunteer Writer
Over the weekend, the men’s
and women’s tennis teams both
competed in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA)
Regionals hosted at Stanford
University. The tournament began
Thursday, Oct. 19 and wrapped up
Monday, Oct. 23.
“(ITA Regionals) feature all
the teams in our region so it’s
all the best players in our region
competing in this event. It’s a
great opportunity for our student-
athletes to test themselves against
the best in our geographical area,”
men’s and women’s head tennis
coach Adam Reeb said.
The women’s team struggled
early in the ITA Regionals, but
were able to turn it around by the
final day. In singles matches, only
senior Michelle Lui made it to the
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committee was looking for. But what
most fans are wondering now is,
what’s next for the program?
Cici Long, a Seattle University
student, explains her view. “I feel like
the men’s national team should stop
replacing coaches and start replacing
players,” she said.
Anotherquestion that the program
is facing is why the men are getting
paid more than the women’snational
team. Currently, there is a major pay
gap between the men and women’s
national teams. The women’s team
was ranked number one going into
the 2015 world cup, and later took
home the gold as they successfully
added world cup champions to their
resumes.
Last year, the New York Times
published an article about U.S.
soccer’s revenue as they broke
down the wages between the teams.
According to salon.com, the women’s
national team increasedthe earnings
round of 64. She faced and fell to
Janice Shin of the host university,
Stanford. Only three of the
women’s doubles teams made it to
the round of 64 and none advanced
past it.
“We recovered from a hard
first day and got better as the
tournament went on, which was
exciting to see. We’ve got a great
team here, we just need to keep
the self-belief high and trust in our
games and we’ll have an awesome
spring season,” Reeb said after his
women’s team went 6-0 in their
singles matches on the final day of
play.
The men’s team succeeded in
regionals. In singles matches,
senior Matt Alderson and freshman
Emilio Monroy both made it
to the round of 64 before being
eliminated. Freshman Colton
Weeldreyer made a strong run in the
tournament, making it to the round
of U.S soccer during their 10-game
victory tour after winning the world
cup.
During this victory tour, the
women’s national team collected
$6.6 million, whereas the men only
collected $2 million, causing the
women to surpass the men by three
times as much. The article also
published that the 50th ranked male
player made just over $246,238,
while the 50th ranked female player
made an earning ofonly $26,000.
Izzi Roberts, a Seattle University
student expresses, “I think the U.S.
Soccer federationneeds to reevaluate
wages, because the pay gap that they
have is unfair.” It may be argued
that the men’s team may bring in
more revenue because men’s sports
are more popular in general, but the
article published by New York Times
refuted this claim in recent years.
They are even projected to bring in
more in upcoming years as well.
of 32 before falling to Dominic
Barretto of Cal. Weeldreyer is
the first Seattle University men’s
tennis athlete to advance to the
round of32 since Seattle U became
a Division I school.
Two of the men’s doubles
teams advanced to and were
eliminated in the round of 16. The
two pairs who advanced were the
underclassmen pair of Trenton
Nield and Weeldreyer, along with
fellow underclassmen pair Arshak
Ghazaryan and Monroy.
“We had more main draw wins
this year than we’ve ever had
before, and we competed pretty
strongly in most matches. Overall,
I think it was a good showing by
the guys. We’re showing we’re
right there in the mix with all of
these teams, and we have even
more motivation and goals to
strive for in the spring,” Reeb said.
Both tennis teams will continue
There is a lot of controversy that
surrounds this current topic, but
what will be U.S. soccer’s next
move as they move forward? Will
the program make the reasonable
changes it needs to in order to better
the program as a whole?
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
to practice until Thanksgiving
break and will return for their
main season in January. The
main season means a switch
from tournament play to dual
matches. In these dual matches,
the Redhawks will face
individual schools rather than a
field of schools as they do in the
tournaments played this Fall.
Women’s tennis will start their
main season Jan. 19 when they
face South Dakota at home. Men’s
tennis begin their main season Jan.
27 away facing Portland State.
They have one more tournament
to play in this fall. The men’s
team will attend the Bulldog
Classic Oct. 27 through Oct. 29,
hosted by Gonzaga University in
Spokane.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
REDHAWK MADNESS BRINGS HIGH SPIRITS FOR BASKETBALL TEAMS
Hunter Uechi
Staff Writer
Kicking off the countdown to
basketball season on Oct. 19,
RedZone and URec hosted the
annual student event, Redhawk
Madness at the Connolly Center.
Over 400 students attended the
traditional event which featured
performances from the Seattle U
Redhawk band and the Seattle U
dance team. Throughout the night,
students showed off their school
spirit, met this season’s men’s and
women’s basketball teams and won
prizesand giveaways.
The night started with a tunnel
run, where the women’s team ran out
high fiving their teammates to show
their enthusiasm for the upcoming
season. The men’s team came out
with their phones to document the
event and their favorite dance moves.
Scott Ulaneo, a returning sophomore
forward from Rome, Italy, added to
his moment as he ran out waving a
full-sized Italian flag.
The crowd became well-acquainted
with the basketball players through
a revealing game of “Never Have I
Ever” where students learned which
players have peed in publicand which
players have worn dirty underwear
because theywere too lazy todo a load
oflaundry. Aftersharing secrets, the
men’s team demonstrated their skills
and played a 10-minute scrimmage.
The event continued as the court
shifted into a dance floor when the
women’s team joined the men’s
team for a dance battle. The men’s
team came together and showcased
their best moves. The women’s team
responded quickly, putting forth
their best dancers and even pulled
students from the crowd to join their
team. Eventually, more and more
students began getting called up,
turning the dance battle into a huge
dance party where everyone came
together on the court.
As the music faded out, the crowd
retreated back into the stands and
the men’s team lined up for their
final event of the night, the slam
dunk competition. For their finale,
they did everything from running
start dunks to dunking over three
students.
The high energy both teams had
during Redhawk Madness reflected
the teams’ energy going into
preseason.
Jacinta Beckley, one of the senior
captains, stated that the women’s
team this year is a really new, really
young team. They have a lot of
potential so they’ll grow throughout
the season.
Women’s head coach Suzy
Barcomb agreed.
“The potential is there, it’s just
whether or not we can come together
as a solidified unit, stay healthy,
and play at the level we’re capable
of playing at,” she said. “People are
thinking ofus differently, we want to
create more momentum going into
the conference.”
The women’steam has facedquite a
few challenges already. Barcomb has
acknowledged this. “We are ahead of
the game, we’ve had a difficult Fall,
we’ve had some injuries, so we just
need to get healthy, as healthy as
we can be and stay that way so that
someone isn’t missing and falling
further behind,” she said.
The team graduated six seniors last
year, changing the dynamic of the
team.
“Our team is completely different.
We have six new players this year,
eight returners, and of the eight
returners only four had significant
minutes, so it is like working with
a brand-new team. We’re going to
be teaching rookies a lot of subtle
nuances and what it means to be
competing at a collegiate division
one level,” Barcomb said. “It’s just
all new...the sooner we can get the
freshmen contributing, the better
off we’re going to be. It’s all about
building the confidence level of the
rookie class, making them feel at
home.”
In order to overcome their
challenges and to help lead her team
to be in a position to win this season,
Beckley plans on helping everyplayer
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SeattleU Grad Student Richard Gittens Dunks atRedhawk Madness
know what their role is on the team
and making sure they know what
they’re supposed to be doing on and
off the court. She hopes to be avocal
leader and encourage everyone, as
well as remain positive.
Jordan Hill is a graduate captain
for the men’s team this year.
“We look really good, we’ve got
some things to brush upbut it should
be a good season. I think we’re on the
right track and we’re hoping for good
things,” he said.
Morgan Means, sophomore
captain, stated, “We’re a different
team this year. We’re much more
athletic and we’re well coached.
We’re going to be much more fast
paced, and exciting to watch. It
should be fun.”
Their biggest challengers this year
are University of Washington, CSU
Bakersfield, Saint Mary’s College,
and New Mexico State University.
The captains intend on building their
team’s chemistry, getting to know
each other better, and getting used
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to the system in order to prepare for
those games.
Hill also plans on drawing upon
his experience of playing college
basketball for the last four years at
Wisconsin.
“I hope to take those experiences
and help translate what I’ve learned
to the rest of my teammates, make
sure that everybody is in the right
position at the right time, and keep
everyonepositive and focused on the
same goal,” he said.
Both teamsare ready for the season
to start and if they keep up their
energyfrom Redhawk Madness, they
will have the potential to maintain
their standing from last year in the
WAC and even surpass it.




Imagine playing the game ofMonopoly with your friends. According to the rules,
no one can be forced to trade with anyone they don’t wish to and properties are
acquired by chance landings or the strategic use ofcash. You may notice that the
game always ends in the same manner: one player gets all the money.
I would argue that this stands as a reasonable, ifnot corrupted demonstrationof
the economic system ofcapitalism. That said, I don’t thinkthis economic system
is such a dreadful thing when you examine the causes and effects.
A common misconception is that economics is a zero-sum game whereeveryone
gets only a segment ofthe pie. Simply lookat ever-increasing DOW, the rapidly
advancing techmarket or even how you conduct apurchase yourself. The picture
isone of an ever-expanding pie, with the individual’s slice contingent upon their
activity within the system.
Just as Adam Smith, the “Father of Capitalism” outlined, all players of the
game will only willinglymake an exchange if it isbeneficial for themselves. This
hinges on the fact that the individualwho knows best what you need isyourself.
Certainly, in your own life you would not purchase something, or invest in an
activity that would negatively affect you.
In contrast, the system called socialism is defined as the centralization of the
means ofproduction and itscontemporary sibling, democratic socialism, is the
democratic ownership ofthe means ofproduction. The ever-popular democratic
socialism proposes that the course of centralized public operation be subject to
referendum.
Following Marxist doctrine, “From each according to his ability, to each
according to his need” at its face sounds benign, as does the institution of
socialism. The system’s problems arise from three factors; centralization, ensuring
the application of the system and the omnipresent human element.
The centralizationof productionhas a very traceableandwell documentedpath.
When something becomes a monolith in the marketplace what follows is a loss
of competition and thenecessity ofgeneralization. Lack ofcompetition provides
no incentive to deliver a quality product. Take for instance the introduction
of privatized FedEx when people became tired of inconsistency of the US
Postal Service. This inferior quality of product isalso due in part to necessity of
generalization. In contrast to a free market’s focus on the individual and their
knowledge ofwhat they need, a centralized system is forced cater to the taxpayer
that funds them with a ubiquitous provider ofthe mostnecessary servicesofthe
people. This removes the individual of not only choice, but ability to choose.
A further issue is ensuring the application of the system. This means the legal
enforcement of taxation and forceful redistribution of means—means cannot
remain un-centralized and private. Not only does this violate “life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness” but attempts to redress disparity that people are born
into with direct violation on the whim ofwhomever is socializing.
The omnipresent human element is the final nail in the coffin for me regarding
socialism. Unfortunately, in practice people wish toexpress individuality: buy the
food theywant, acquire thehealthcare they specifically need and reap the benefits
they sowrather than return them tothe state. The other, far more sinister human
element is that of power. The 20th century is rife with examples of socialism gone
bad. The ideology came about in the 19th century and was thoroughly tested
in the next century, with the most poignant examples being Stalin’s Russia and
Mao’s China. In both cases the centralizationof the economybegat tyrannyand
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directly killed over 30 million people in the USSR and over 50 million in China
over the course ofmere decades.
Many people I know would posit that these are not examples oftrue socialism,
or that its democratic sibling would be “different.” I applaud their altruism and
faith in the system as an ideabut suggest that they would be the ones who would
be assassinated by a less altruistic human who wished to take advantage of a
system with no self-balancing qualities.
Glance at countries that do not exercise the same capitalistic principles and
you will find either unnatural disparity or unnatural equality of outcome, both
of which require legal compulsion. Look no further than the last 100 years to
find countless examples ofthis compulsion and the outcome ofsocialized action
against the successful in a country. To name one, the Kulaks; an agricultural
class that was very successful in early 20th century USSR that was wiped out or
arrested to collectivize their farms for production. This removal ofthe an effective
populous resulted in the lack ofproductive farming and isattributed to the death
by starvation of approximately 6 million Ukrainians. A more contemporary
example has transpired in Zimbabwe as white farmer’s land was legally seized
and redistributed in the name of anti-imperialism to the tune of $12 Billion loss
in its agricultural production; a country that once exported food, now relies on
donations from neighboring countries to feed their people.
Maybe now you can begin to understand my response to the overwhelming
desire to adopt some form of the system of socialism; it is one of confusion and
distress.
Bill Gates did not force anyone to buy a computer. Jeff Bezos consistently
provides a consistent service that people choose to pay for. Stockbrokers leverage
knowledge, skill and resources to convince people to willingly purchase the thing
they select.
I seek to argue that the underlying system should not be entirely blamed for
how it is applied. On the contrary, the shortcomings of a system are found in
dynamic between its principles and the flawed humans that implement them.
Historically the success of capitalism can be readily observed, with its adverse
natures being entirely explicable through human greed, legislation and social
rules. Yet these negatives constantly find checks and balances in the free market
and an arguably increasingly free society.
Suffice it to say, I am a fan of capitalism. When properly practiced, it allows
for the voluntary movement ofwealth (in stark contrast to socialism) and has
irrefutably been the greatest bringer of health, quality of life and equality of
opportunity in the history of humanity.





Giving relationship advice ofany kind.
09 Ithink my dorm room is haunted.
• What do I do?
A Although relationships
between mortals and ghosts is a new one
• for me - Fd recommend offering a friendly gift to show it you
• mean no harm. Odds are, the dorm room has belonged to the ghost
far longer than you’ve lived there. Be a courteous roommate -
offer the ghost some space in the mini fridge, wipe down the sink when




with a different name on it
• - Creepy Instagram makeup
• - Timmy Turner (pink hat and shirt)
- The Spectator (cut a face hole in this issue and wear it)
- Nudist on strike
- Broke college student
- Sheet ghost
Q 9 I’m a ghost trapped in this mortalplane How do I9 overcome mypast sins andput mv soul to rest? ■*
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Call for Entries for the 10th Annual Show!
WIN UP TO $500 and have your photos
exhibited in the KINSEY GALLERY
'Mfev-'vKh
All current SU students are invited to submit photos taken while participating
in a study abroad program. International students are invited to submit photos
taken in the United States.
Faculty and Staff are invited to submit photos in a brand new category.
For entry forms and complete rules for the 2017 competition visit:
www.seattleu.edu/artsci/student-services/international/photocompeti
Questions? Contact Bruce Decker at deckerb@seattleu.edu or (206) 398-4474.
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